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Indian Philosophy (Carvaka & Buddhist Philosophy)-DSC-1A 

Subjective 

Carvaka belief that, Direct perception as the only means of establishing and 
accepting any truth. 

The Carvaka vision rejected all supernatural claims, all religious authority and 
scripture 

Buddhism is one of the most important schools of thought, which analyzed 
everything logically and systematically 

The goal of Buddhism is to become enlightened and reach nirvana. Nirvana 
signifies the end of the cycle of death and rebirth 

 

Generic 

The study of philosophy develops skills in reasoning, analyzing, critically 
evaluating ideas and arguments. 

Philosophy studies the reasoning process itself  

Values 

Studying philosophy improves reasoning and critical skills. 

Ethics is a subject within philosophy and philosophy students are taught how to 
reason about values 

Studying the history of philosophy is also essential to the understanding of the 
history of ideas and culture 

 

Aim 



The study of philosophy enhances a person's problem-solving capacities. It 
helps us to analyze concepts, definitions, arguments, and problems.  

Truth of vision  

Indian Philosophy (Carvaka & Buddhist Philoaophy)-DSC-2B 

Subjective 

Carvaka belief that, Direct perception as the only means of establishing and 
accepting any truth. 

The Carvaka vision rejected all supernatural claims, all religious authority and 
scripture 

Buddhism is one of the most important schools of thought, which analyzed 
everything logically and systematically 

The goal of Buddhism is to become enlightened and reach nirvana. Nirvana 
signifies the end of the cycle of death and rebirth 

 

Generic 

The study of philosophy develops skills in reasoning, analyzing, critically 
evaluating ideas and arguments. 

Philosophy studies the reasoning process itself  

Values 

Studying philosophy improves reasoning and critical skills. 

Ethics is a subject within philosophy and philosophy students are taught how to 
reason about values 

Studying the history of philosophy is also essential to the understanding of the 
history of ideas and culture 

 

Aim 

The study of philosophy enhances a person’s problem-solving capacities. It 
helps us to analyze concepts, definitions, arguments, and problems.  

Truth of vision  



 


